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Good Morning from Reisters Grower Services.... It's really
Breezy this Morning....
WunderGround had predicted 12 - 14 m.p.h.Wind for early this
Afternoon.
......Still talkn Rain at Mid-Night and all day Sunday.
**** Those Tart Cherries .... In 1 of our 10-Ac-Apple-Trial Blocks are
really looking nice.... but only 50% of a Crop....
They have had a Every-Week-Steady-Diet '''005'''....Right thru
Bloom... All of it....Steady Weekly Diet.
Lots of Ya's remember apprx 7 Yrs back, when we proved that the
''005'' does not Russet Fruit Finish on Apples...Reds & Goldens .... We
used ''005'' about 12 Apps that Season. But we had the Regalia and
Formula-II-SW in the Tank also.... the Great ''1-2-3'' ..... So this Season
.....
We are only using the ''005'' Alone... No other Scab-I-Cides that could
possibly be given any Credit for controlling Apple-Scab.
So Far ...So Beautiful !!! 👍🤞 ....a few Days to go yet before
Primary is over.....
**** Q & A... Hmm..... Actually ....Vydate kinda scares me. You'll
notice its also Labeled for Thinning Apples...???
I understand your point. I see its labeled for Mites and Aphids & Rosies &
STLM & WALH & StinkerBugs..... But some other really Nice & Easy &
Cheaper - Safer products are also.
The only place I might be usin Vydate is on Young-Non-Bearing..... for
Nematode assistance ...but I would apply as a Foliar. But then at $120Gal...??? ....2 Qts-Ac...??!! ...and other Products being so much EasierBetter-Cheaper-More Fun.... I guess I wouldnt be using Vydate at all..
There's just so many Biologicals now that really work well on Nematode...
and lower Co$t....
.....and the those other Pests mentioned are all controlled for a Grand
Total of $12 - $15-per-Acre.
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****You May Recall.... My mention of ''Shrimp-Brains'' at our
Winter Meetings...??
The Folks at ''Agrinos'' have a very intricately involved Process with
which they make the ''B-Sure'' and ''iNVigorate'' and the Agrinos-''50-0''... Our big Organic Growers are using a bunch of these. And now
several Conventional Growers are as well.
If you are one of those Guys trying to bring back some severely
Winter-Damaged Trees from the Dead.... Consider the 1 Qt-Ac-[$11]-'''B-Sure''' with your Tank-Mix of VitaZyme and Formula-IISW. And always leave a ''Check'' so you can know for sure next time
to have it in the Tank..... 👍😁
Some popular Products that dont do nearly as much MicrobialBioStimulant-Activity as B-Sure cost $100 - Acre.... Just so Pitiful.
**** Q & A... Yes -For-Sure Those Blocks with a History of
F.Blight are your 1st Concern....and all Blocks 'Down-Wind' from
them.
As many of you know first-hand, it can get real ugly real fast.
If you are one of the many Happy '''005-Believers'''...??? You
did a Full Cover [or 2 Alt-Centers] 1 Qt.Ac-''005'' the 1st Week of
Green and Repeated in that 2nd Week of Green.... and then you also
had 1 Pint or maybe 24 oz-Ac-in your Tank 1 - 2 - 3 times more after
that...??? You are doing the ''Real-Deal-005-Program''' ..... I have
really listened and watched You Guys....and None of You have had
any F.Blight-Set-Backs. And also No Russeting issues....
It is very emphatically UN-Recommended to try this 'Program'
with any other Copper Product. You will almost assuredly get FruitFinish-Russet.
There's at least one Product that has the same ''A.I.'' as ''005'' but is
clueless as to how 005 is Formulated....and they are claiming they
are also ''Systemic'' ...??? They are totally Not. No Researchers
agree with their claim. They are just Ccg our Label.
Best Regards ......r

